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II. THE GENERAL FORMALISM
A. The spectral density and the band-average line shape function
As shown in a previous study, 4 based on the binary collision approximation valid in the low--density limit, one is able to derive an expression for the spectral density F(w) as a summation of contributions from individual lines with the common line shape (i.e., the band-average line shape) denoted by _(a_):
F(w)-_
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where r appears in the eigenvalues G¢(r) as a parameter. Then, one is able to derive an explicit expression for the band-average line shape Z(_):
where n b is the number density of the bath molecules, G_(r) denotes _-/_G_(r) -G_(r)], and r c are roots of the equation I<elP,r__-_bl _>I_= 1<6(na-QaOI P,/'_I _(na-l"la.n)> I n
The explicit expression for each factor depends on which class the molecule of interest belongs to. For linear molecules, we have shown that 1 cosO¢ _ = cosSc, cosS_ + sin0_ sinS_ cos(_oC,-_0_i ).
The coefficients A L are given by
where Q isthe partitionfunction,g. isthe nuclear spin degeneracy factor,E(j) are the J energiesof the state corresponding to the angular quantum number j,and C(j j'L, 0 0 0) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The absolute square of the density matrix for N2 calculated from Eqs. (7) and (9) at T = 296, 338, and 430 K with a cut---off Jinx = 80 are shown in = 0 and 180 degrees,respectively, and the magnitude decreases very fast as O¢ ¢_ differs from these values. By comparing the profilesobtained from differenttemperatures, it is obvious that the higher the temperature, the higher and narrower the peaks become. The more detaileddiscussionswere reported previously.
For a symmetric-top molecule whose wavefunctions are given by s
where DJ,k (oz, 8, _') (= e'-imc_dJ,k(fl)e -ikT) is the rotational matrix, we have shown _ that 1<6(o-ndl_l,_Cn-_)>1 _ =_. ALxDL,Kca, c.n,,fl,_.n,, 7,_,).
(11)
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In Eq. (11), a¢ _n), 8¢ _nl, and 7¢ _,,,q)are the three Euler angles used to represent a rotation resulting from two successive rotations, i.e.,
the summation index L = 0, I, 2, ... and
respectively, and the coefficients ALE are given by
where E(j,k) are the energies of the state labeled by the quantum numbers j and k, and gk is its nuclear spin degeneracy factor. We note that when the quantum number k and the 
Boltzman
where E(j,r) are the energies of the state, and gr is its nuclear spin degeneracy factor. By comparing Eqs. (7), (11) • .., K -2, K, respectively. We note that in this expression, the Euler angles a and 7
appear not by themselves, but in the combinations (a + 7)/2 and (a-7)/2. In addition, (a + '),)/2 is associated with K + K', and (a -7)/2 is associated with K -K'. More discussion about this point is given later.
It has been shown _ that the profile of the "averaged" density matrix of H20 which is a one--dimensional distribution to some extent looks like a 6 function. is small. This implies that instead of a and 7, itis better to choose u and v as the two arguments. The same conclusion is also suggested by Eq. C19) as mentioned above. We use the symbol G(_, u, v) to represent the distributionof the density matrix over 8, u, and v. We note that the values of u and v vary in a lozenge---shaped area, the former's maximum and minimum equal to 0 and 2_r,respectively,and the latter'sare -_r and _r, 
where # is the dipole moment of H_O lying along the Z axis of the body-fixed frame, and Q is the quadrupole moment of N 2.
It has been shown that in order to make multidimensional integrations tractable with standard methods, we had to limit potential models to those containing cyclic coordinates.
The dipole---quadrupole interaction of H20 -N 2 has a cyclic coordinate ")'a" This implies that V(r, f/a,f/b)does not contain any cycliccoordinates and it is necessary to evaluate the 9-dimensional integration. Based on the arguments given above, it is obvious that more random selections and more CPU time will be required to achieve converged line shapes for H20 -H20.
D. A Monte

III. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
However, without numerical tests, it is difficult to assert whether the Monte Carlo method is applicable for this system. We plan to pursue this problem in further research.
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